












































  “Expensive boondogles”? Acknowl-

edged after only 3 or 4 decades? 

  Shouldn’t m
eetings  always have 

been serving “productive business.”



NOTE:  Any ‘problems’ were solved long ago. But when is the last time that you saw the bene-

fits of video   conferencing extolled in a meetings-industry magazine?  One old freebie meetings 
title has recently been purchased by a travel company. Does that tell you something?



Too good to believe? Here are exerpts from published reviews of “Achieving Objectives in Writing”: 

“Undoubtedly one of the best”/ MPI News Letter, 1973. 

“An excellent communicator who mixes wisdom and wit, he’s an exceptional teacher who expresses 
ideas in measurable terms. He provides in addition to impeccable logic, appropriate supportive 

materials which enable the manager to use this text as an extremely valuable problem-solving kit”/ 
Penny Hiernu, RMAMPI, “Meeting News” magazine. 

“A comprehensive volume with a great deal of common-sense guidance and information, some 

innovative suggestions, plus a good introduction to PERT-type planning”/London Convention Bureau. 

“You are better prepared to make the right decisions, even under pressure”/American Society of 
Training Directors, “T&D Journal.” 

“At the opposite end of the McLuhan pole. Exposes himself as a knowledgeable stagecraft and visual 

media coordinator”/McGraw Hill, “Keys to Industrial Marketing.” 

“As thorough a manual as a meetings manager would ever want to have”/ “Sales & Marketing 
Management” magazine (RC was four-year meetings columnist there). 

“Whether you’re planning one meeting or many, AOM will prove useful and ensure that your meeting 
accomplishes its objectives”/SMEI “Marketing Times.” 

“Should be of interest to meeting and convention managers of all persuasions and degrees of 

expertise”/ “Insurance” magazine (full page review). 

“A lot of useful stuff here”/ “Training in Business & Industry” 

“Useful to anyone planning an extensive conference”/ “Christian Leadership” Letter (World Vision Int’l). 

Also noted by “Business Week”; Journal of the American Society of Association Executives; Crain’s 
“A&SP”’ Public Relations Society of America; and “Working Woman” mag. 
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